
Scrub Jay Journeys – Books by Bryan Davis 
For small quantities or more information, 

click on the book title link to go to the purchasing page. 
 

Dragons in our Midst 
Case qty: 20 List Price: $14.99 

This contemporary fantasy 
provides readers with adventure 
and excitement while opening their 
eyes to great themes such as faith, 
courage, wisdom, and redemption. 
This story world of knights and 
dragons inspires readers to dig 
deep within to find their God-
given strengths and use them to 

overcome any obstacle. 

Raising Dragons   9781946253996 392 pages 
The Candlestone  9781946253965 404 pages 
Circles of Seven   9781946253934 434 pages 
Tears of a Dragon  9781946253903 364 pages 
 

Oracles of Fire 
Case qty: 20 List Price: $14.99 

In the tradition of Dragons in our 
Midst (DioM), this series 
introduces new characters and 
intriguing twists. Beginning with 
a prequel to DioM, Eye of the 
Oracle launches an amazing story 
that takes readers back to the start 
of the dragon legends and traces 
their exciting adventures through 

to the point DioM begins and ends. 
 
Eye of the Oracle  9781946253873 610 pages 
Enoch’s Ghost  9781946253842 416 pages 
Last of the Nephilim  9781946253811 436 pages 
The Bones of Makaidos  9781946253781 674 pages 
 

Children of the Bard 
Case qty: 20 List Price: $14.99 

In the tradition of Dragons in our 
Midst (DioM) and Oracles of Fire 
(OoF), this series picks up fifteen 
years after the end of OoF with 
new characters and exciting 
adventures, filling in gaps from 
the past and launching readers 
into the future as well. This series 
continues the excitement readers 

have already come to expect from Bryan’s storytelling 
expertise. 

Song of the Ovulum   9781946253750 482 pages 
From the Mouth of Elijah 9781946253729 438 pages 
The Seventh Door  9781946253699 428 pages 
Omega Dragon  9781946253668 504 pages 
 

Raising Dragons 
Graphic Novel 
Case qty: 50 List Price: $12.99 

The Raising Dragons graphic 
novel is an illustrated adaptation 
of the novel Raising Dragons, a 
contemporary fantasy novel that 
inspires young people to dig deep 
within to find their God-given 
strengths and use them to 
overcome any obstacle. 

RD Graphic Novel  9780989812290 150 pages 

 
Wanted: A Superhero to 
Save the World. 
Case qty: 36  List Price: $9.99 
 
A 12-year-old genius teams up  
with his 8-year-old sister to try 
to save the world from the evil 
Mephisto and his earthquake 
machine. But someone will need 
superpowers to get the job done. 
 
For ages 8 and up. 
 

Wanted: A Superhero 9781946253378    256 pages 
 
For volume orders and discounts, contact:  
Scrub Jay Journeys 
PO Box 512 • Middleton, TN • 38052 • USA  
E-mail – info@scrubjayjourneys.com 

 
The Reapers Trilogy 
Case qty: 32 List Price: Varies 

Reapers is a dystopian tale with a 
supernatural twist. Taking place in a 
futuristic, urban setting, this trilogy 
will appeal to readers of The Hunger 
Games and similar fast-paced stories 
for young adults. It delivers action, 
danger, and suspense through the 
adventures of three teenagers—
Reapers who collect the souls and 

transport them to the Gateway where they will travel to 
their final destination … or so they are told. 

Reapers  9780989812214  $11.99 388 pages 
Beyond the Gateway 9780989812245  $12.99 374 pages 
Reaper Reborn  9781946253422  $12.99 368 pages 
 

Time Echoes Trilogy 
Case qty: Varies List: $12.99 

This fast-paced adventure trilogy 
starts with murder and forces 
two teenagers to find answers to 
the tragedy. A mysterious mirror 
with phantom images, a camera 
that takes pictures of things they 
can’t see, and a violin that 
unlocks unrecognizable voices 
… each enigma takes the teens 

further into an alternate universe where nothing is as it 
seems. 

Time Echoes  9781946253514  32/case 384 pages 
Interfinity  9781946253484  36/case 344 pages 
Fatal Convergence   9781946253453  36/case 326 pages 

 
Tales of Starlight 
Case qty: 20 List Price: Varies 

The dragons of Starlight have 
been enslaving humans for over 
a century. At long last, warrior 
Adrian Masters and sword 
maiden Marcelle vow to find the 
mysterious portal where the Lost 
Ones disappeared, hoping to 
rescue the slaves. Will they turn 
back when they learn that only 
the ultimate sacrifice can bring 

freedom to the oppressed? 

Masters & Slayers 9781946253637 $14.99  420 pages 
Third Starlighter 9781946253606 $14.99  420 pages 
Exodus Rising 9781946253576 $16.99  436 pages 
 

 

I Know Why the 
Angels Dance 
Case qty: 48 List Price: $10.99 

Two fathers face the reality of 
final passage, and both struggle 
to find and apply the healing 
balm. Yet, God uses the faith of 
a child to reach out to the 
downcast—the hand of an 
extraordinary girl leads them to 
the healing they long for. 

 Angels Dance 9781946253545 300 pages 

 

Beelzebed 
Case qty: 44 List Price: $12.99 

This hardcover children’s picture 
book is not your typical bedtime 
story. In fact, it can seem quiet 
scary. Yet children will want it 
read to them again and again to 
cheer young Walter Foley has he 
does battle with his imaginary, 
mischievous bed and conquers 
his fears. 

 
Beezelbed 9780989812207 64 pages 
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